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Insurance Against the Greenhouse Heat Trap

One of the best articles about the greenhouse effect is in the December 
issue of the excellent new magazine. "World Monitor" published bv the 
Christian Science Monitor. That, coupled with the most recent issue of 
"Time" shows the way the global environment has become a media event. The 
Monitor article is by Steve Schneider, my close friend and colleague here at 
the National Center for Atmospheric Research.

Steve's article is really good reading, authoritative, and insightful. 
Steve quotes "one diplomat friend" who has urged him to drop the term 
"greenhouse effect" for "global heat trap" on grounds that the greenhouse 
connotes too pleasant an environment for a future heat-plagued earth. I 
believe the diplomat responsible is Prime Minister Gro Brundtland of Norway, 
and I know also that our SMSS colleague Harlan Cleveland also 1 ikes the more 
sinister term.

Steve quotes the common viewpoint often expressed by government 
officials that we should wait till the knowledge is more certain before 
taking action. "When I first started in climatology in 1971," he says," I 
recall a government official telling us we had ten more years to study 
without risk. Then at a Congressional hearing in 1981, a Department of 
Energy official said essentially the same thing. It would not be surprising 
to hear this same advice again in 1991."

My own entry to climatology was around 1941, only five years after the 
great dust bowl era. Even then speculation about the greenhouse warming led 
to the same feelings— although the severity of the dust bowl and the 
depression of the lv3U's did trigger a major government program by otherwise 
unemployed CCC workers to build tree belts in the affected area to forestall 
future wind erosion of soils.

In the article Steve gives a few striking examples of what a few degrees 
global warming might mean. He compares it to throwing 1oaded and unloaded 
dice. For instance, "in Washington, D«C>, the probabil ity of five days or 
more in a row in July with temperatures greater that 96 degrees F. is now 
about one in six— the odds of getting one face of an unloaded die. It th^ 
temperature increased bv onlv' j degrees i* . . and nothing el se in the cl imate 
changed, then the odds of that unpleasant heat wave go up to one in two—  
three faces of the die loaded by our actions. In Des Moines the equivalent 
odds go from one in 17 to one in five."

The article also graphical 1 y pictures the consequences of sea level rise 
prompted by expanding warmer ocean water and water from melted glaciers on 
land, as in Greenland and Antarctica. He quotes the figure of "several feet” 
as the possible height rise, and discusses its implications for storm surges, 
dikes in Holland, and vulnerable coastal regions like Bangladesh.
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Finally, Steve discusses strategies and actions to slow the warming and 
to accommodate successfully. Among the strategies, safer nuclear oower, 
large gasoline taxes, solar power, energy efficiency, control of greenhouse 
gases— all of which we've discussed in the Climate Club. As he says, most of 
these have high value quite independent of their climatic benefits.

Steve concludes, "To be sure there are many uncertainties vet to be 
resolved. But we purchase insurance as individuals and defense forces as a 
society on strategic grounds, even though there is great uncertainty about or 
personal futures or how our nation may need to defend itself. Protecting the 
planet should also be a strategic goal, but of humanity: slowing down our 
pollution of the atmosphere is international insurance against the 
uncomfortable risks of future grim surprises."
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